
TULIPS
from Turkey to Holland to Washington

Centuries ago, the tulip graced
the royal courts of Turkey. It is
from this part of the world that the
Tulip originally came to Western
Europe. Even the word tulip originated
in Turkey. It was derived from
"dulband" which meant turban and

somewhat described the shape of the
flower.

Over a period of years, the tulip
moved in successive stages from
Turkey via other countries and
ultimately to Holland. In each country
it captured the fancy of gardeners,
naturalists and apotecaries but
nowhere did it find a permanent home
as it did in Holland. By the year
1600, tulip bulbs had been experiment
ed with as a source of food and as a

medicine. They were failures for such
purposes but quickly became the
favorites of garden hobbyists.
Tulips probably came to America with
the earliest settlers.

The Dutch made the tulip the
cornerstone of an industry that has
flourished for over 350 years. There
are now IS distinct classes of tulips.
Each class in turn has hundreds of

cultivars. In all, there are about
6,000 cultivars but only some 600
that are commercially available.

In Holland where the weather tends

to be cool and overcast, a tulip
garden, by a proper choice of
cultivars, could be kept in bloom for
as long as 10 weeks. Unfortunately,
here in Wa.shington we tend to have
warm and sunny days in the Spring and
as a result, wc must resign ourselves
to a much shorter flowering season.

We hope our Brochure helps you
identify tulips you might want to
enjoy in your garden next Spring.

Washington's Floral Library, created in 1969,
is located near the Tidal Basin between the
Washington Monument and the Jefferson Memorial.
In the spring, tulips flourish until they
give way to massive displays of annuals,
bringing spectacular colors for the enjoyment
of all.
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